
Product Information
Elevate your 4x4’s storage potential and overall look with an Aeroklas Stylish Canopy. Both the inner and outer shells are 
molded together with no joins or weak areas to bring you twice the strength and durability then a single skinned canopy, 
featuring a higher impact resistance and ability to reshape after impact. 

Aeroklas canopies have gone through pendulum testing up to 200kgs, with an impressive result of an intact shell with no 
cracks.

The smooth finished outer shell is robotically painted to OEM standards and pass OEM testing requirements for paint finishes. 
All painted canopies are matched to OEM master plaques. The paint features UV protection to ensure that the finish remains 
pristine for years to come, making Aeroklas canopies ready for all kinds of conditions.

Aeroklas Stylish canopies offer an attractive textured finish with no external wiring or bracketry, while the canopy shells are 
made from 100% recyclable ABS.
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AVAILABLE 
NoW

PART NUMBER 
304113300326

 

FITTING 
3HrS



Technical specifications

Construction Twin Skin ABS

Mounting System C-Clamp

Roof Load Rating 80kg dynamic* 

Central Locking Rear door

Window 
Configuration

Dual lift-up windows 
Drop-down front window 

Lighting & Electrical LED interior light and LED 
brake light

Finish Smooth colour-coded paint, matched 
to high OEM standards 

Gross weight 68kg

Warranty
3-years on canopy shell and paint, 
1-year on componentry excluding 
glass

Features
· Twin Skin ABS design uses two thermoformed shells that are 
bonded together to form a seamless, high-quality housing 
that offers a substantial strength advantage over single shell 
constructions.

· Material thickness (Canopy shells) 
- Outer shell = 4.7 mm 
- Inner shell = 3.2 mm

· Window configuration 
- Drop-down front window 
- Dual lift-up side window

· Central locking rear door uses the standard OEM fob with 
no additional key required. Also included is an internal anti-
entrapment release handle for safety and peace of mind.

· Key lockable side and rear windows

· Installation is kept simple with the robust Tub corner brackets 
and C-Clamp mounting system

· Gross weight = 68 kg (Fibreglass canopies are approximately 
85 kg) 

Optional accessories
· Right hand side pop-out side window

· Rear door push button inplace of handle (complete rear window)
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